
Ordering Daylilies In Person / Special Events & Group Tours 

As we previously posted, starting with our 2024 Season, the only opportunities to 

view our Display Garden, as well as placing orders in person,                                    

is during one of our “Special Events” or a “Group Tour”. 

*** After starting our series of “Open Garden Events” as few years ago,              

they have proved to be extremely popular;                                                               

and as we continue to evolve as a Nursery, these events are something we hope     

to continue to offer Guests and Customers for years to come. 

*** Currently our plan is to offer 5 Sunday Events for 2024,                              

where our guests can simply enjoy viewing                                                                       

the vast assortment of daylily cultivars we feature, or place an order if they wish.                                                                  

We don’t field dig at these events, so orders placed would be for pickup or shipping 

on a future date; however we do stock a large selection of pre-potted daylilies,        

so no one needs to go home empty handed, and we also have a unique selection        

of items available in our “Gift Shoppe”. 

*** We time these events to match the various bloom cycles,                                    

with 3 Noontime Events, and 2 Late Afternoon Events,                                               

so if one was to attend at least the 12 PM Events, they would have the best 

opportunity to enjoy a presentation of “Early”, “Midseason”, and “Late” varieties. 

*** These events also have proved to be popular with customers placing 

mail/online orders, and wish to pick those up here at our Nursery,                          

as it provides them with flexibility for a pickup time,                                                 

plus allows for them to enjoy that day’s blooms throughout the garden.                         

Our “Special Events” also offer a range of unique                                                      

promotions, specials, and drawings to offer to those in attendance. 

*** We continue to host sanctioned groups and tours (fees may apply),                  

and can schedule those dates as needed to suit that organization,                        

keeping in mind that “Peak Bloom Season” starts in July.                                        

As during our “Special Events”, while we don’t field dig orders,                               

we do work with each individual organization to establish the                               

best method of fulfilling orders for those members, and most of the amenities                               

we offer during our scheduled events, are available to groups as well. 


